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Weighted Trudinger-Type Inequalities
Stephen M. Buckley & Julann O’Shea
Abstract. We establish sharp inequalities of Trudinger-type
(with non-standard Young functions) on general domains Ω
with respect to measures , . Our results are new even when
Ω is a Euclidean ball, and ,  are dened in terms of powers
of distance to the boundary. In the Euclidean case, sharpness
results are proved for the Young functions involved and the
class of domains considered. New characterizations of QHBC
domains are given.
1. Introduction
The (unweighted) Trudinger inequality [32] on an open ball in Rn is a substi-
tute for the Sobolev-Poincare inequality in the limiting case where the exponent
of the gradient equals the dimension n (we assume n > 1 throughout this pa-
per). Weighted Poincare-type inequalities have been extensively studied|see,
for example, [6], [9], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [20], [21], [23]|but limiting cases
of these inequalities have received scant attention (we know only of [4] and [26],
both of which consider only special families of weights). Here, we shall investi-
gate Trudinger-type inequalities for rather general pairs of weights (or measures)
on fairly general domains. We prove sharp Trudinger-type inequalities and also
give a weighted generalization of the \Trudinger implies QHBC" result of [3].
We mainly restrict our attention to the Euclidean setting, although we shall
consider imbeddings in more general metric measure spaces in Section 6.
One of the main lessons of this paper is that these Trudinger-type inequali-
ties are governed by balance conditions in much the same way that Poincare-type
inequalities are governed by the balance condition of Chanillo-Wheeden [9]. De-
spite this similarity in function, the balance conditions for Poincare-type and
Trudinger-type inequalities are quite dierent in form. This is not surprising
since, for example, John domains are the right class for the Sobolev-Poincare in-
equality, while QHBC domains are the right class for Trudinger’s inequality; see
[3]. QHBC domains, sometimes known as Ho¨lder domains, are dened in terms
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of the quasihyperbolic metric (see Section 2), and include the more well-known
class of John domains. For now let us note that a simply-connected planar do-
main Ω is QHBC if and only if the Riemann mapping from the unit disk D to Ω
has a Ho¨lder continuous extension to D.
As in the unweighted case, our Trudinger-type inequalities involve Orlicz
norms, but the best possible Orlicz function depends on the weights involved, and
not just on the dimension. By an Orlicz function, we mean a homeomorphism
’ : [0;1) ! [0;1). If  is a positive measure on a Euclidean domain Ω, we
dene the Orlicz \norm"
kfk’(L)(Ω;) = inf

t > 0 j
Z
Ω
’

jf(x)j
t

d(x)  1

:
As is well known, one needs to assume that ’ is a Young function, i.e. a convex
Orlicz function, in order for this to be a genuine norm. If  is not specied, it is
taken to be Lebesgue measure. We say that a bounded domain Ω  Rn supports
a Trudinger inequality if there exists a constant C such that
for all u 2 Lip(Ω) : ku−uΩk’(L)(Ω)  CkrukLn(Ω);
where uΩ is the Lebesgue average of u on Ω and ’(x) = exp(x
n=(n−1))− 1.
Trudinger [32] proved such an inequality for domains with a uniform interior
cone condition. Later, Smith and Stegenga [31] showed that QHBC domains
support a Trudinger inequality, with a constant dependent only on n and the
QHBC constant of Ω. Conversely, it was shown in [3] that for many classes
of domains (e.g. nitely-connected plane domains or domains quasiconformally
equivalent to a uniform domain) Ω must be QHBC if it satises a Trudinger
inequality.
Let us mention some notational conventions that we shall use. Except in
Section 6 (where we consider more general spaces), Ω is a bounded domain in
Rn and (x) = dist(x;@Ω), x 2 Ω. We denote by uS; or −
R
S
ud the average
of a function u on a set S with respect to a measure ; we also write uS;w,
if d = wdx, and we simply write uS or −
R
S
u if  is Lebesgue measure. If u
is non-negative, we sometimes write u(S) in place of
R
S
u. For any exponent
1 < p <1, we write p0 = p=(p− 1).
Let s  0 and let ’s(x) = exp(x(n+s)
0
)− 1 (note that ’s is a Young func-
tion). Suppose that ,  are positive Borel measures on Ω and let us write
jr+uj(x) = limsupy!x ju(x)−u(y)j=jx− yj. If
9C0 <1 : for all u 2 Lip(Ω);(1:1)
ku−uΩ;k’s(L)(Ω;)  C0kjr
+ujkLn+s(Ω;);
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we say that (Ω;;) supports an s-Trudinger inequality; if d = vdx, d = wdx,
we may simply say that (Ω;v;w) supports an s-Trudinger inequality.
If u is dierentiable -almost everywhere, we may replace jr+uj by jruj on
the right-hand side of (1.1); in particular we do this if either u 2 C1(Ω) or  is
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Note also that jr+uj
is an \upper gradient" of u; see [21, Proposition 9.2].
Ideally we would like to classify all triples that support an s-Trudinger
inequality; without some restrictions, however, this is a hopelessly optimistic
undertaking. We shall need three types of \technical assumptions" at various
points. First we need local restrictions on ,  (such as local doubling and A1
conditions). As with Poincare inequalities, easy examples show that some such
restrictions are necessary; these conditions are rather mild because they do not
restrict the boundary behavior of , , and because we allow rather general sets
(if we want to study, for example, local doubling measures which are nasty in
the vicinity of an interior point, we simply remove that point from the domain).
The second type of restriction is that one or both measures are assumed to be
\strong doubling"; this restricts their boundary behavior, but in a rather mild
way. Finally, we need various geometric restrictions on Ω. All except one of
our imbedding results are valid for all QHBC domains. The exceptional result
says that an s-Trudinger inequality implies a global balance condition; here, we
need to assume that Ω has a slice property (and so this result is true for John
domains, nitely-connected plane domains, quasiconformal images of uniform
domains, etc.).
Ignoring technical assumptions, our main imbedding result, Theorem 3.10,
roughly says the following (at least when s > 0): if Ω is QHBC, then (Ω;;)
supports an s-Trudinger inequality if and only if ,  satisfy a certain balance
condition (which in particular implies that \d is not much smaller than sdx").
These imbeddings are naturally of greater signicance if we can show that
the Orlicz function ’s is sharp. We shall see that d must, in some sense, look
like sdx in order for the imbedding to be both valid and sharp. If, for example,
d = w(x)dx, where w(x)  Cjx− zjs for some z 2 @Ω, then ’s usually cannot
be improved. Additionally, if w  Cs, then s-Trudinger imbeddings usually
force Ω to be QHBC. The word \usually" is employed above because various
technical assumptions are required, e.g.  should have \polynomial decay rate"
near the boundary. The \s-Trudinger implies QHBC" result, which generalizes
one of the main results of [3], also requires that we assume that the domain has a
\weak slice property." This is a notable improvement over the unweighted result
in [3] where Ω is assumed to have a slice property, since QHBC domains must
have a weak slice property, but may not have a slice property. Thus we get new
characterizations of the QHBC condition.
The paper [4], which uses very dierent methods to prove some imbed-
dings for \power weights" (i.e. powers of (x)), was the primary motivation for
this much wider investigation. Consequently, we shall pay special attention to
imbeddings for power weights. As such weights automatically satisfy most of our
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technical assumptions, we get more simply stated results.
We pause to state the main imbedding theorem for power weights; it will
follow easily from several of the more general results. The (non-sharp) case t = s
of this theorem was proved in [4] for balls (and for QHBC domains if t = s 2 N);
see also [26] and [19] for related results.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that Ω  Rn is a QHBC domain, s  0, d =
s dx. Let t0 = infft 2 R :
R
Ω
tdx < 1g, so that −1  t0 < 0. Then (Ω;t;s)
supports an s-Trudinger inequality if t > t0, but not if t < t0. Furthermore, the
Orlicz function ’s is sharp, i.e. if d = 
tdx for any t 2 R, then (1:1) becomes
false if we replace ’s by any Orlicz function  such that  (cx)=’s(x)!1(x!
1) for all c > 0.
The above imbeddings are limiting cases of known Poincare-type imbed-
dings. For instance, if Ω is a ball, X = L(n+s)p=(n+s−p)(Ω;sdx), Y = Lp(Ω;sdx),
and s = t, then [9, Theorem 1.3] tells us that ku−uΩ;skX  CkrukY (see
also [5]). One would therefore expect some sort of exponential integrability of
ju−uΩ;s j when p = n+ s, but the precise nature of the sharp limiting imbedding
is not obvious.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. We discuss some background
material in Section 2, state our main imbedding results in Section 3, and prove
them in Section 4. In Section 5, we prove sharpness results and, in Section 6, we
discuss Trudinger-type imbeddings on Carnot-Caratheodory and other metric
measures spaces.
2. Preliminary definitions and results
We begin with a pair of lemmas. The rst is a well-known Ho¨lder imbedding;
for a proof in the case of balls, see [1]. The second is a version of the Whitney
decomposition, as given in [29]. Below, L1;p(Ω) is the space of locally integrable
functions whose distributional gradients belong to Lp(Ω).
Lemma 2.1. Let p > n and suppose u 2 L1;p(Q), where Q  Rn is
an open cube. Then u has a continuous representative, and there is a constant
C = C(p;n) > 0, such that for all x;y 2 Q,
ju(x)−u(y)j  Cjx− yj1−n=pkrukLp(Q):
Lemma 2.2. Given A  1, there is C = C(A;n) such that if Ω is a
proper subdomain of Rn, then Ω =
S
j
Qj, where the Qj are disjoint open cubes
satisfying
(i) 5A 
dist(Qj ;@Ω)
diamQj
 15A.
(ii)
P
j AQj  CΩ.
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Here and throughout the rest of the paper, rQ and rB denote the concentric
dilate of a cube Q or ball B by a factor r > 0. We denote byW(Ω) \the" Whitney
decomposition of a domain Ω, by which we mean a collection of such cubes fQjg
in the case A = 20 (the denition ofW(Ω) will be somewhat modied for general
spaces in Section 6). We may also assume that all Whitney cubes are dyadic
cubes, and so their sidelengths are powers of 2.
If Q is a Whitney cube, we denote its sidelength by Q (note that Q and
(x) are within some xed factor of one another whenever x 2 Q). In proofs,
C denotes any positive constant whose exact value does not matter (and can
change from line to line); we write A . B (or B & A) if A  CB, and A  B if
A . B . A.
The quasihyperbolic length of a rectiable path γ  Ω, is dened by kΩ(γ) =R
γ
(x)−1ds: We then dene kΩ(x;y), the quasihyperbolic distance between x;y 2
Ω, to be the inmum of kΩ(γ), as γ ranges over all paths linking x and y. For
any pair of points x;y, there always exists a quasihyperbolic geodesic, i.e. a path
γx;y such that kΩ(x;y) = kΩ(γx;y); see [18]. Clearly, 1 + kΩ(γ) is greater than
some xed factor times the number of Whitney cubes through which γ passes.
For a geodesic path this inequality can be reversed, since we can replace any
path by an approximating polygonal path with the same entry and exit points
on the closure of each Whitney cube. Thus 1 + kΩ(x;y) is, to within a xed
factor, equal to the number of Whitney cubes through which γx;y passes.
We next dene some geometric conditions on Euclidean domains that will
be needed later. First we say that a bounded domain Ω is a John domain with
respect to x0 2 Ω if it satises the following \carrot" condition: there exists a
constant C  1 such that for all x 2 Ω, there is a path γ = γx : [0; l] ! Ω
parametrized by arclength such that γ(0) = x, γ(l) = x0, and (γ(t))  t=C.
We call x0 the John center of Ω, γ the John path for x, and we dene the John
constant of Ω (with respect to x0) to be the smallest C for which the above
inequality is valid.
A (necessarily bounded) domain Ω satises a quasihyperbolic boundary con-
dition (more briefly, Ω is QHBC ) with respect to x0 2 Ω if there exists a constant
C  1 such that kΩ(x;x0)  C log(C=(x)) for all x 2 Ω. We call x0 the QHBC
center of Ω, and refer to the quasihyperbolic geodesic for x;x0 as the QHBC
path for x. The QHBCconstant of Ω (with respect to x0) is the smallest C for
which the above inequality is valid. The John and QHBC conditions depend
only weakly on x0: if the condition is true for some choice of x0 2 Ω, it is true
for all such choices (however the John/QHBC constant increases without bound
as x0 tends to @Ω).
The class of QHBC domains contains the class of John domains, which in
turn includes all bounded Lipschitz domains and certain fractal regions (e.g. the
region inside the von Koch snowflake). For an example of a QHBC domain that
is not John, take a sequence of cubes Qk of sidelength 3
−k (k 2 N), and attach
each Qk to the unit cube Q0 via a cubical neck of sidelength 4
−k. Since, for large
k, the necks are much narrower than the sidelength of Qk, Ω cannot be John; it
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is, however, easy to construct QHBC paths (uniform in k).
We next dene the concept of a domain with a slice property. This property
is a version of the slice property introduced in [3] (condition (c) has been slightly
weakened); it permits the construction of important test functions (tailored to
the geometry of the domain) for Trudinger-type inequalities.
Denition 2.3. Suppose Ω  Rn is a domain with a distinguished point
x0 and C0 > 1. We say Ω has the C0-slice property with respect to x0 if, for
each x 2 Ω, there is a path γ : [0;1] ! Ω, γ(0) = x0, γ(1) = x, and a pairwise
disjoint collection of open subsets fSig
j
i=0, j  0, of Ω such that:
(a) x0 2 S0, x 2 Sj, and x0 and x are in dierent components of Ω n Si for
all 0 < i < j.
(b) If F b Ω is a curve containing both x and x0, and 0 < i < j, then
diam(Si)  C0len(F \Si).
(c) γ([0;1]) 
Sj
i=0
Si.
(d) There exists xi 2 γi  γ([0;1])\Si such that x0 is as previously dened,
xj = x, and B(xi;2ri)  Si, where ri = C
−1
0 diam(Si). Additionally,
(x)  C−10 diam(Si), for all x 2 γi, 0  i  j.
We say that Ω has a slice property if it has the C0-slice property for some C0.
Condition (b) says that Si is about as thick as its diameter. The slice
property does not permit a domain to have \flat" tentacles (e.g. the product of
an exterior cusp and an interval), and restricts the geometry of small floating
pieces of the boundary. We refer to the above path γ as the slice path for x (with
respect to x0). Many domains (including all simply-connected planar domains)
satisfy a slice condition, as indicated by the following lemma which is taken from
[3].
Theorem 2.4. If f is a K-quasiconformal mapping from a uniform do-
main G  Rn onto Ω, then Ω has the C1-slice property with respect to all of
its points, for some constant C1 = C1(K;G). Additionally, any John domain
Ω  Rn satises a C2-slice property with respect to x0 2 Ω, for some constant
C2 = C2(Ω;x0).
In the above theorem, the dependence of C1 onG is in fact only a dependence
on n and the constant of uniformity of G, and the dependence of C2 on Ω and
x0 is only a dependence on n and the John constant of Ω with respect to x0.
Finally in this section, we dene the main technical restrictions on measures
that we shall need later. A positive Borel measure  is locally doubling on Ω
if there exists a constant C such that (2Q
0)  C(Q0) whenever Q0 is a
cube such that 2Q0  2Q for some Q 2 W(Ω). It is easy to deduce by a
chaining argument that, for every K b Ω, there exists C 0 = C 0(K) such that
(2Q0)  C 0(Q
0) whenever Q0 is a cube and 2Q0  K (in fact, C 0 can be
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chosen to depend only on C and the quasihyperbolic diameter of K). We say
that a weight w is locally doubling on Ω if w(x)dx is locally doubling on Ω.
If  is a locally doubling measure on Ω, then a weight f 6 0 lies in the (local)
Muckenhoupt class A1(Ω;) if there exists a constant Cf such that whenever Q
is a cube and 2Q  Ω, we have −
R
Q
f d  Cf infQ f . If  is Lebesgue measure
(the only case of interest to us, except in the next paragraph), we simply write
A1(Ω).
Dual to A1(Ω) is the notion of the (local) reverse Ho¨lder class RH1(Ω).
We say that a weight f 6 0 lies in the (local) reverse Ho¨lder class RH1(Ω) if
there exists a constant Cf such that whenever Q is a cube and 2Q  Ω, we have
supQ f  Cf −
R
Q
f . The spaces A1(Ω) and RH1(Ω) are intimately connected|
for example, it is easy to verify that f 2 RH1(Ω) if and only if 1=f 2 A1(Ω;),
where  = f dx. Clearly A1(Ω) and RH1(Ω) weights are locally doubling on Ω.
In order to prove weighted Poincare-type inequalities, it is often assumed
in the literature that one or both weights satisfy a global doubling condition
for all balls in Rn; however, as suggested by the results of [6] and [2], this
condition can often be replaced by a \strong doubling" assumption (so-called
because it is stronger than local doubling). A positive Borel measure  is in the
strong doubling class Dt(Ω), where t > 1=2, if there exists a constant C such
that (2B \Ω)  C(B \Ω) whenever B is a ball and (1=t)B  Ω. We write
v 2 Dt(Ω) if v is a weight such that v(x)dx 2 Dt(Ω). This allows us to consider
some important measures that may not be globally doubling (e.g. s dx lies in
Dt(Ω) for all s > 0, but is not always extendable to a global doubling measure
[2]).
3. Conditions for s-Trudinger imbeddings
Let us begin with a pair of elementary, but noteworthy, observations. First,
s-Trudinger inequalities are equivalent to growth estimates on the constants
for an associated family of Poincare-type inequalities. In fact, using Stirling’s
formula, the reader can easily verify that (1.1) is equivalent to the following
family of inequalities:
9C0 <1 : for all t  1; for all u 2 Lip(Ω);
ku−uΩ;kLt(Ω;)  C0t
1=(n+s)0kjr+ujkLn+s(Ω;):
Secondly, (Ω;;) supports an s-Trudinger inequality if and only if
9C0 <1 : for all u 2 Lip(Ω);(3:1)
ku−uQ0;k’s(L)(Ω;)  C0kjr
+ujkLn+s(Ω;);
where Q0 2 W(Ω) is xed. To justify this, we may assume without loss of
generality that (Ω) < 1 (this fact is necessary for (1.1) to make sense, and,
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as we shall see, follows quite easily from (3.1)). The equivalence follows easily
since the constant uQ0; −uΩ; can be dominated by an L
1(Ω;) norm of either
u−uΩ; or u−uQ0; which in turn is less than the left-hand side of either (1.1)
or (3.1). More generally, the above argument actually shows that uΩ; can be
replaced by uS; for any S  Ω, (S) > 0 (with an imbedding constant that
depends also on (S)).
Given s  0, we say that the measures ,  are globally s-balanced if
9c > 0 : for all Q 2 W(Ω);(3:2)
(Q)  c−1 exp

−c
kX
i=0
 
n+sQi
(Qi)
!1=(n+s−1)
;
where fQigki=0 is the chain of Whitney cubes intersecting some particular path
from a general point x 2 Q = Qk to a xed point x0 in a xed Whitney cube
Q0. The choices of x0 and Q0 are unimportant if ,  are locally doubling, since
the values of (Q), (Q), and Q vary by no more than some xed factor as we
let Q vary over a set of Whitney cubes whose closures share a common point,
and so the left-hand side of (3.2) changes by only a bounded amount when we
make a new choice of x0.
The global s-balance condition depends crucially on the geometry of the
domain as well as on the weights. It generalizes the QHBC condition since, if 
is Lebesue measure and d = s(x)dx, then ,  are s-balanced if and only if Ω
is QHBC. For general measures, however, the conditions can be rather dierent.
For example, the domain in Example 5.5 is not QHBC and yet the weights are
globally s-balanced. Moreover, there is no reason in general to expect that the
QHBC path in a QHBC domain can be taken as the global s-balance path for a
pair of globally s-balanced weights.
We say that ,  are locally s-balanced if we merely have
(3.3) 9c > 0 : for all Q 2 W(Ω); (Q)  c−1 exp

−c
 
n+sQ
(Q)
!1=(n+s−1)
:
If d = vdx, d = wdx, we say that v, w are locally/globally s-balanced if , 
are.
If (Ω;;) supports a 0-Trudinger inequality, and ,  satisfy certain tech-
nical conditions (including the fact that d = wdx), we shall see that w is
bounded away from zero, and (Ω) < 1 (this latter is also true for s > 0).
Under these assumptions on , , the local 0-balance condition is trivially sat-
ised and the global 0-balance condition simply says that there exists a con-
stant c > 0 such that for every Whitney cube Q with center xQ, we have
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(Q)  exp(−ckΩ(xQ;x0))=c. In a QHBC domain, this is equivalent to the
existence of constants C, " > 0 such that (Q)  C"Q.
Let us now state two theorems involving s-Trudinger inequalities. The rst
establishes that the conditions mentioned above are often necessary, while the
second shows that, together with an auxiliary condition (3.6), they are often
sucient.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that (Ω;;) supports an s-Trudinger inequality,
where Ω is a bounded domain, ,  are locally doubling on Ω, and s  0. Then
(Ω) <1 and ,  are locally s-balanced. Furthermore,
(a) if s = 0, and d = wdx for some w 2 A1(Ω)\RH1(Ω), then w is
bounded away from 0 on Ω, and
(b) if  2 DC1(Ω), and Ω satises the C0-slice condition for some C0 < C1,
then ,  are globally s-balanced.
Part (a) of the above theorem may be a little surprising, as nothing like this
can be proved for Poincare inequalities, as can be seen by rescaling. As men-
tioned earlier, Trudinger-type inequalities are equivalent to a family of Poincare
inequalities, but any such rescaling aects the exponents in these Poincare in-
equalities in a non-uniform way. The essential reason for (a) being true is that
p = n is the one exponent for which one can nd a function which equals 1 on a
ball B, 0 on Rn n 2B, and whose gradient has Lp-norm bounded by a constant
independent of the radius of B.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that ,  are Borel measures on a bounded domain
Ω, that  is locally doubling on Ω, and that d = wdx for some w 2 A1(Ω). In
the case s = 0, we additionally assume that w is bounded away from zero, and
that d = vdx for some v 2 RH1(Ω). If ,  are globally s-balanced, and
(3.6) 9" > 0 :
X
Q2W(Ω)
[(Q)]1−" <1;
then (Ω;;) supports an s-Trudinger inequality.
Since  is locally doubling, the value of (Q) can change by no more than a
bounded factor from one Whitney cube to an adjacent one. Thus (3.6) is true if
(3.7) 9c > 0 : for all 2 Ω;
Z
Ω
exp(ckΩ(x;x0))d(x) <1;
where x0 2 Q0. If Ω is QHBC, then it is easy to show that (3.7) is equivalent to
(3.8) 9t > 0 :
Z
Ω
−td <1:
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The conclusion of Theorem 3.5 may be false if we drop (3.6); see Theorem
5.6. Note also that if (Q)  n+s then the global s-balance condition clearly
implies the following local version of (3.7):
(3.9) for all Q 2 W(Ω) :
Z
Q
exp(ckΩ(x;x0))d(x) <1:
Condition (3.6) is a very weak restriction if Ω is QHBC. It was proved
in this setting for Lebesgue measure by Smith and Stegenga [30]; in the next
section we show that it is true for strong doubling measures. Consequently, we
have the following theorem which says that the s-balance condition is in many
cases necessary and sucient for an s-Trudinger imbedding.
Theorem 3.10. Suppose that s  0, and that Ω is a QHBC domain (with
QHBC constant CΩ) satisfying the C0-slice condition. Let w 2 A1(Ω)\DC1(Ω)
for some C1 > C0, and suppose that v 2 RH1(Ω)\DC2(Ω) for some suciently
large constant C2 depending only on CΩ. Then (Ω;v;w) supports an s-Trudinger
inequality if and only if v, w are globally s-balanced and, if s = 0, w is bounded
away from zero.
4. Proofs of imbedding theorems
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We may assume without loss of generality that
diam(Q0) = 1. Let u be any C
1 function which equals 0 on Q0, 1 on Ω n 2Q0,
and whose gradient is bounded. Clearly the right-hand side of (3.1) is nite and,
if the left-hand side is nite, we must have (Ω nQ0) < 1, and so (Ω) < 1.
For the rest of this proof, we normalize  so that (Ω) = 1=2.
Next, we x an arbitrary Q 2 W(Ω), 2Q\Q0 = . It is easy to construct
a C1 function u : Ω ! [0;1] which equals 1 on Q, 0 on Ω n 2Q, and whose
gradient is less than some xed multiple of −1Q . By elementary estimates and
the s-Trudinger inequality, we conclude that
ku−uQ0k’s(L)(Ω;)  log
−1=(n+s)0(1 + (Q)−1)  (log[(Q)−1])−1=(n+s)
0
. krukLn+s(Ω;) 
 
(Q)
n+sQ
!1=(n+s)
It follows easily that ,  are locally s-balanced.
We next prove that w is bounded below when s = 0. Since w 2 A1(Ω)\
RH1(Ω), this is equivalent to showing that wQ  c for all Q 2 W(Ω), so let us
x an arbitrary Q 2 W(Ω), Q 6= Q0, and let z be the center of Q. We dene a
Lipschitz function u(x) = f(jx− zj), where f(t) is zero for t > Q=2, constant
when t  2−‘−1Q (for a xed but arbitrary ‘ 2 N), and linear on each interval
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Ij  [2−j−1Q;2−jQ], 1  j  ‘. We choose the slopes of f on each of these
intervals to be negative. Since we want krukLn(Ω;) = 1, we choose f so that
the Ln()-norm of ru on each of the associated annular regions is ‘−1=n. Using
the fact that w(x)  wQ for all x 2 Q, it follows that jf 0(t)j  2jw
−1=n
Q ‘
−1=n
on Ij and that f(2
−j−1Q)− f(2−jQ)  w
−1=n
Q ‘
−1=n. Thus, u  w−1=nQ ‘
(n−1)=n
on B = B(z;2−‘−1Q). Applying the 0-Trudinger inequality, we see that there
exists t0 > 0, not depending on ‘, such that
1 
Z
Ω
’0

ju(x)j
t0

d(x) 
Z
B
’0
 
w
−1=n
Q ‘
(n−1)=n
Ct0
!
d(x)
& C−‘−1 (Q)exp
 
cw
−1=(n−1)
Q ‘
Ct0
n=(n−1)
!
;
where C is the local doubling constant of . Taking logarithms and letting ‘
tend to innity, we could then conclude that wQ  (Ct
n=(n−1)
0 logC)
−n+1.
Next supposing that Ω satises the C0-slice condition and that  2 DC0(Ω),
we wish to show that ,  are globally s-balanced. Let Q 2 W(Ω) be arbitrary
but xed. The global s-balance condition is trivially true if Q is close to Q0
in the quasihyperbolic metric, so we may assume that Q is suciently far from
Q0 to guarantee that j > 1, where fSig
j
i=0 is the associated chain of slices for
some xed point x 2 Q (with respect to the center point x0). By Denition
2.3(d), each slice Si, 0 < i < j, contains 2Bi where Bi = B(xi;ri). Writing
B = B(x;(x)=C0), we claim that (3.2) follows from the inequality
(4.1) (B)  exp

c
j−1X
i=1

rn+si
(Bi)
1=(n+s−1)
. 1
First we use doubling to get (B)  (Q) and rn+si =(Bi)  
n+s
Qi
=(Qi), where
Qi is the Whitney cube containing xi. These cubes Qi do not completely cover
the slice path. However, parts (c), (d) of the slice property ensure that we can
ll the gaps by adding only a bounded number of extra cubes per gap (and each
associated new summand is comparable in size to the summand associated with
the closest point xi).
Let us therefore prove (4.1). The denition of ri ensures that C1Bi  Si
and so, by strong doubling, (Bi)  ( Si \Ω). We dene
ui(y) = ai(Bi)
−1=(n+s)

inf
A2Fy;x0
len(A\Si)

; y 2 Ω;
where Fy;x0 is the set of rectiable curves in Ω containing y and x0, len denotes
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arclength, and ai > 0 will be specied later. It is clear that ui is Lipschitz and,
since the gradient of the bracketed factor is bounded in absolute value by 1, we
have Z
Si\Ω
jruij
n+sd . an+si ; 0 < i < j:
On the other hand, Denition 2.3(b) tells us that
ui(y) & riai((Bi))−1=(n+s) = ai

rn+si
(Bi)
1=(n+s)
; y 2 Q:
Letting u =
Pj−1
i=1 ui, we have u  0 on B0  B(x0;(x0)=C0), while
(4.2) u(y) &
j−1X
i=1
ai

rn+si
(Bi)
1=(n+s)
; y 2 B:
We have
R
Ω
jrujn+sd . 1, for any choice of ai satisfying
Pj−1
i=1 a
n+s
i  1.
To make such a choice while also maximizing the right-hand side of (4.2), we
choose
ai 

rn+si
(Bi)
1=(n+s)(n+s−1)j−1X
i=1

rn+si
(Bi)
1=(n+s−1)−1=(n+s)
:
This choice of ai inserted in (4.2) gives us
u(y) &
j−1X
i=1

rn+si
(Bi)
1=(n+s−1)(n+s−1)=(n+s)
; y 2 B;
and so
Z
Ω
’s

ju−uB0; j
t

d  (B)exp

1
Ct
j−1X
i=1

rn+si
(Bi)
1=(n+s−1)
:
By the s-Trudinger inequality, the left-hand side is bounded, so we are done.
Note that in the above proof we used the s-Trudinger inequality for Lipschitz
functions, rather than just C1 functions in two places, namely in the proofs of
(a) and (b). In the rst case, the test functions can easily be smoothened, but
not in the second (at least with our very general slices).
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. We assume without loss of generality that (Ω) =
1=2 and diam(Q0) = 1, where Q0 is the central Whitney cube. Let u 2 Lip(Ω)
be normalized so that krukLn+s(Ω;) = 1, but otherwise arbitrary, and let k
be the least integer greater than n+ s− 1; note that jr+uj = jruj -almost
everywhere because d = wdx. Writing ’0s(t) =
P1
j=k t
j(n+s)0=j!, it suces by
Ho¨lder’s inequality to nd a number t . 1 such that
Z
Ω
’0s

ju(x)−uQ0; j
t

d(x) 
X
Q2W(Ω)
Z
Q
’0s

ju(x)−uQ0; j
t

d(x) . 1:
As is often the case with Poincare or Trudinger inequalities on general do-
mains, we separately control \good" and \bad" terms, where the former are the
terms in this last sum with uQ0; replaced by local constants uQ; , and the latter
are the dierences between the local and global constants. First we control the
good terms:
G 
X
Q2W(Ω)
Z
Q
’0s

ju(x)−uQ; j
t

d(x)
=
1X
j=k
t−j(n+s)
0
j!
X
Q2W(Ω)
Z
Q
ju−uQ; j
j(n+s)0 d:
Let Q 2 W(Ω) be arbitrary. We rst assume that s = 0. By the classical
Sobolev-Poincare inequality, Ho¨lder’s inequality, and the fact that v 2 RH1(Ω),
there exists C1 = C1() and C2 = C2(p;q;n) such that
(4.3) −
Z
Q
ju−uQ; j
q d  C1−
Z
Q
ju−uQj
q  C1C2
q
Q

−
Z
Q
jrujp
q=p
whenever 1  p < 1 and 0 < q  np=(n− p) (or q < 1 if p  n); see, for
example, Chapter 7 of [17]. This is not quite good enough for us|we also need
that if q = jn0, p  n, then C2(p;q;n)  j!aj , for some number a = a(n), a fact
which readily follows from the classical Trudinger inequality. Bearing in mind
that w 2 A1(Ω), we deduce from this sharper version of (4.3) that
Z
Q
ju−uQ; j
jn0 d . j!aj

nQ
(Q)
Z
Q
jrujnd
j=(n−1)
(Q):
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Since wQ is bounded away from zero, and
R
Q
jrujnd  1, we deduce that
G .
1X
j=k
t−jn
0
aj
X
Q2W(Ω)
(Q):
Since (Ω) <1, G has been controlled for any choice of t > a1=n
0
.
In the case s > 0, we cannot aord to lose the j! factor. We use Lemma 2.1
to deduce
(4.4) −
Z
Q
ju−uQj
q d  aqqQ

−
Z
Q
jrujp
q=p
;
for some number a dependent only on n. Thus
Z
Q
ju−uQ; j
j(n+s)0 d  aj(n+s)
0
 
n+sQ
(Q)
Z
Q
jrujn+sd
!j=(n+s−1)
(Q):
Writing t1 = t
1=2 and using the local s-balance condition, we get
1
j!

 
an+sn+sQ
tn+s1 (Q)
!j=(n+s−1)
 exp
 
c
 
n+sQ
(Q)
!1=(n+s−1)!
. (Q)−1
provided that t1 & a. Since a depends only on n, it follows that for some t . 1,
G .
1X
j=k
t
−j(n+s)0
1
X
Q
∥∥ru∥∥j(n+s)0
Ln+s(Q;)
:
Since j > n+ s− 1, the inner sum is less than krukj(n+s)
0
Ln+s(Ω;) = 1. Thus G is
controlled for some xed t1 = t
1=2  1.
We are left with controlling the bad terms
B 
X
Q2W(Ω)
1X
j=k
t−j(n+s)
0
j!
juQ; −uQ0; j
j(n+s)0(Q):
By the triangle inequality, juQ; −uQ0; j 
P‘
i=1 juQi; −uQi−1; j, where fQig
‘
i=0
denotes the chain of Whitney cubes in (3.2) in their natural order; of course, ‘
and the cubes Qi depend on Q. The denition of Whitney cubes ensures that the
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nine-fold dilate of any Whitney cube P contains all Whitney cubes that share a
boundary point with P , and so
juQi; −uQi−1; j . −
Z
9Qi;
ju−uQi−1; jd . −
Z
9Qi;
ju−u9Qi; jd:
Taking q = 1 and p = n+ s in either (4.3) or (4.4) (depending on whether or not
s = 0), we get
B .
1X
j=k
t−j(n+s)
0
j!

X
Q2W(Ω)
(Q)
"
‘X
i=0
Z
9Qi
jrujn+sd
1=(n+s) n+sQi
(Qi)
!1=(n+s)#j(n+s)0
;
Applying Ho¨lder’s inequality (with exponent n+ s) and the global s-balance
condition to the innermost sum I above, we see that
I 
 
‘X
i=0
Z
9Qi
jrujn+s d
!1=(n+s) ‘X
i=0
 
n+sQi
(Qi)
!1=(n+s−1)!1=(n+s)0
. krukLn+s(Ω;) 

log

1
c(Q)
1=(n+s)0
=

log

1
c(Q)
1=(n+s)0
:
Assuming that t > (C=")1=(n+s)
0
, we deduce that
B .
1X
j=k
t−j(n+s)
0
j!
X
Q2W(Ω)
(Q)Cj

log

1
c(Q)
j
=
X
Q2W(Ω)
(Q)
1X
j=k

Ct−(n+s)
0
h
log

1
c(Q)
ij
j!
.
X
Q2W(Ω)
(Q)1−" . 1:
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It is elementary to prove that
R
Ω
−1dx = 1.
The value of t0 depends on the growth of the number of Whitney cubes of Ω
of sidelength at least 2−k, and so is controlled by d  dimM @Ω, the Minkowski
dimension of @Ω (see [27], [28], [8]), which easily leads to the inequality t0  d−n
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(however, t0 may equal−1 even if d = n). Since the boundary of a QHBC domain
Ω has Minkowski dimension strictly less than n (see [30], [25]), it follows that
t0 2 [−1;0) as claimed. The rest of the theorem, except for the sharpness of ’s,
follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 and the comments after those theorems. The
sharpness of ’s is a special case of Theorem 5.1 below.
Note that for a bounded Lipschitz domain, or more generally a domain
with boundary of Minkowski dimension n− 1, we have t0 = −1 in Theorem
1.2. On the other hand, there are QHBC domains whose boundary dimension is
arbitrarily close to n|for the planar case, see [24], while in higher dimensions,
we can simply take the product of a planar QHBC domain with dimension close
to 2 and an (n− 2)-dimensional cube. Therefore t0 can be arbitrarily close to 0.
Let us write Ωr = fx 2 Ω : (x) < rg, where Ω  Rn is a QHBC domain
with QHBC constant CΩ. As mentioned above, dimM (@Ω) = d for some d =
d(CΩ) < n. It follows that, given 0 <  < n− d, there exists C = C(Ω;) such
that jΩrj  Cr for all r > 0. More generally, we have the following result taken
from [2], which we shall use to prove Theorem 3.10.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that Ω is QHBC,  2 DC2(Ω), and the constants
CΩ, C are as above. If C2 is larger than some suciently large constant
(dependent only on n and CΩ), then there exist C,  > 0 dependent only on
n, CΩ, and C such that
for all r > 0 : (Ωr)  C

r
diam(Ω)

(Ω):
Proof of Theorem 3.10. It suces to show that (3.6) follows from the
given hypotheses. Without loss of generality, we assume that diam(Ω) = 1.
Dening Li = Ω2−i+1 nΩ2−i , we see that any Whitney cube Q whose center zQ
lies in Li has sidelength comparable to 2
−i, and the whole cube lies in Ω2−i+2 .
Thus the number of such Whitney cubes is at most comparable to 2in. By
Lemma 4.5,
X
Q2W(Ω):zQ2Li
(Q)1−" . 2in"
 X
Q2W(Ω):zQ2Li
(Q)
1−"
. 2i(n"−(1−")):
Choosing 0 < " < =(n+), we immediately deduce (3.6).
5. Sharpness of imbedding results
The local s-balance condition implies that for Whitney cubes Q, (Q)=n+sQ
cannot decrease very fast as one tends to the boundary, at least when Ω is QHBC
and  is locally doubling. To prove that the Orlicz function in an s-Trudinger
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inequality is sharp, or that this inequality implies that Ω must be QHBC, we
shall roughly need to assume that (Q)=n+sQ is bounded near one or all boundary
points. If, however, d=dx  t for some t < s, the s-Trudinger inequality is not
the sharp type of imbedding|in this case, the gradient norm often dominates
the L1 norm of the function, and one may even get a Ho¨lder-type imbedding.
With a view to justifying the assertions in the above paragraph, let us rst
introduce some terminology. Given 0    1 and a closed path γ  Ω, we
write k(γ) = k;Ω(γ) =
R
γ
(z)−1jdzj. We then dene the metric k(x;y) to
be the inmum of k(γ), as γ ranges over all closed paths in Ω linking x;y 2 Ω;
note that k0 is the quasihyperbolic metric and k1 is the Euclidean metric. We
dene Car(), 0 <  < 1, the class of weak -carrot domains, to consist of
all k-bounded (and hence bounded) domains; we also write Car(0) = QHBC .
It is shown in [3] that Car()  Car(0) if and only if   0; in particular,
QHBC  Car() for all . The related class Cig()  Car() of weak -cigar
domains, consists of all bounded domains Ω such that for some constant C and
all x, y 2 Ω, we have k(x;y)  Cjx− yj.
When  and  are both Lebesgue measure, much more than (3.1) is true,
and for a larger class of domains than QHBC. In fact, if krukLn+s(Ω) <1, then
Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 of [3] tell us that:
(i) If Ω 2 Cig(s=(n+ s− 1)), then u 2 C0;s=(n+s)(Ω).
(ii) If we merely have Ω 2 Car(s=(n+ s− 1)), then u is bounded.
The reader is invited to modify the arguments in [3] to get the following weighted
results for functions u such that krukLn+s(Ω;t dx) <1, 0 < t < s:
(iii) If Ω 2 Cig((s− t)=(n+ s− 1)), then u 2 C0;(s−t)=(n+s)(Ω).
(iv) If we merely have Ω 2 Car((s− t)=(n+ s− 1)), then u is bounded.
The above examples suggest that d should not be substantially larger than
s dx, at least \near part of the boundary", in order for the s-Trudinger inequality
to be in any way sharp. We now prove such a sharpness result.
Theorem 5.1. Let s  0, K, R > 0, and let ,  be positive measures on
the bounded domain Ω  Rn. Let (xm) be a sequence in Ω, tending to z 2 @Ω,
such that jxm− zj < 2(xm), and let rm = (xm)=2, Bm = B(xm;rm). If
(B(z;t)\Ω)  Ktn+s for all t > 0, and (Bm)  rRm=K for every m > 0,
then (3:1) becomes false if we replace ’s by any Orlicz function  such that
 (ct)=’s(t)!1, (t!1) for every c > 0.
Proof. Let x0 be the center of a xed Whitney cube Q0 of Ω. Without loss of
generality, we normalize Ω such that (x0) = 1, and we assume that rm < 1=6
for all m. Let us now x m, and write x = xm, r = rm, B = Bm. We dene
B0 = B(x0;1=2), and let M be the smallest integer i for which B(x;2
i+2r)
contains x0. We dene the annular slices Aj = B(x;2
jr) nB(x;2j−1r) for every
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positive integer j M . It is easily seen that M  2 and that
log2((x)
−1− 1)− 1 < M  log2

diam(Ω)
(x)

:
We assume that m (and hence M) is so large that log2(2=(x)) 2 [M=2;2M ].
We choose u(y) = g(jy−xj), where g(t) is a decreasing Lipschitz function
which is zero when t > 2Mr, constant when t < r, and linear on [2j−1r;2jr],
1  j M . Fixing g by the equations g(2j−1r)− g(2jr) = M−1=(n+s), it follows
that
R
Aj
jrujn+s d . 1=N and so krukLn+s(Ω;) . 1.
Since u(x) = 0 on B0 and u(x) = M
(n+s−1)=(n+s) on B(x;r), we have
Z
Ω
 

ju−uB0 j
t

d & rR 

M (n+s−1)=(n+s)
t

Choosing C > log(22R+1), we see that eCM − 1 > 2Mr−R− 1. If t > 0 is xed
but arbitrary and M is suciently large, our assumption on  therefore implies
that Z
Ω
 

ju−uB0; j
t

d > rR’s((CM)
(n+s−1)=(n+s)) > 2M − rR:
Letting m ! 1 (and hence M;r−1 ! 1), it follows that ku−uB0;k (L)(Ω;)
must be larger than any pre-ordained value t. Since krukLn+s(Ω;) . 1, this
contradicts the s-Trudinger inequality.
For sharpness of the QHBC class, we shall need an appropriate -volume
upper bound near all boundary points. To see this, let us write w(x) = (x1 + 1)
s,
s > 0, where x = (x1;x
0) 2 RRn−1, and consider the domain
Ω = fx 2 Rn : jxj < 1g[

x 2 Rn : 0 < x1 < 2; jx0j <

1−x1
2
t
;
where 1 < t < (n+ s− 1)=(n− 1). Ω is not a QHBC domain because of its
external cusp, but (Ω;1;w) supports an s-Trudinger inequality. To see this,
note rst that Ω1  fx 2 Ω : x1 < 0g is QHBC and so (Ω1;1;w) supports
an s-Trudinger inequality. Additionally, Ω2 = fx 2 Ω : x1 > −1=2g is an
s=(n+ s− 1)-carrot domain, and so (Ω2;1;w) supports an s-Trudinger inequality
by (ii) above. The claim now follows in a routine fashion.
We must also suitably restrict our class of domains in order to prove that
the QHBC class is sharp (even if s = 0 and ,  are Lebesgue measure; see [3]).
To this end we now dene weak slice properties; as the name suggests, domains
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with a slice property also possess a weak slice property (simply let m = j− 1
below). Also note that the conditions below are true for a null set of slices
whenever kΩ(x;x0)  C0− 1.
Denition 5.2. Suppose that Ω  Rn is a domain with a distinguished
point x0 and that C0 > 1. We say that Ω has the weak C0-slice property with
respect to x0 if, for each x 2 Ω, there exists m = mx  0, and a pairwise disjoint
collection of open subsets Si = Si;x, 1  i  m, such that for all such i:
(a) B(x0;(x0)=C0) and B(x;(x)=C0) are contained in dierent components
of Ω n Si.
(b) diam(Si)  C0len(F \Si) for any curve F b Ω containing both x and
x0.
(c) 1 +m  (1 + kΩ(x;x0))=C0.
Ω has a weak slice property if it has the weak C0-slice property for some C0.
In the above denition, we claim that (x) . diam(Si) for all x 2 Si,
1  i  m. If not, then 2B is disjoint from B(x0;(x0)=2C0)[B(x;(x)=2C0)
for some ball B = B(z;(z)=200)  Si. It is easy to see that any path from
x to x0 that passes through 2B can be deformed to avoid passing through B,
contradicting Denition 5.2(b) and proving our claim.
QHBC domains do not necessarily have a slice property, but they always
have a weak slice property. To construct an example of a QHBC domain Ω  R3
which does not have a slice property, we glue together the following pieces: the
unit cube Q0, a sequence of cubes Qk of sidelength 3
−k, and a sequence of
rectangular boxes Rk of dimensions 3
−k 4−k 4−k (for each k 2 N). For each
k, we glue one of the four longer faces of each Rk completely to a face of Qk
and then glue the opposite face of Rk completely to some face of Q0 (all done
without overlap, of course). It is easy to show that any such domain Ω is QHBC.
However, since the length of Rk is much greater than its width or depth, Ω cannot
have a slice property (paths from the centers of Qk to the center of Q0 cannot
be nicely sliced).
To see that a QHBC domain Ω (with distinguished point x0) has a weak
slice property, we normalize Ω so that (x0) = 1. The weak slice condition is
easily seen to hold for points x 2 Ω such that (x)  1=8, since then kΩ(x;x0)
is bounded. If (x) < 1=8, we dene the slices Si to be the annular regions
Si = B(x;2
i(x)) nB(x;2i−1(x)), for i = 1, : : : , m, where m = blog2(1=d(x))−
1c. For any domain, these slices automatically satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of
Denition 5.2, and condition (c) follows from the fact that Ω is QHBC.
We now state a QHBC-sharpness result for s-Trudinger inequalities. To-
gether with Theorem 1.2, and the fact that QHBC domains have a weak slice
property, this immediately gives an s-Trudinger characterization of QHBC do-
mains as a corollary.
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Theorem 5.3. Let s  0 and let Ω  Rn be a bounded domain satisfying
a weak slice property with respect to x0 2 Ω. Let ,  be positive measures on
Ω, and suppose that there exist K, R > 0 such that (B(z;t)\Ω)  Ktn+s and
(Q)  RQ=K for all t > 0, z 2 Ω, and Q 2 W(Ω). If (Ω;;) supports an
s-Trudinger inequality, then Ω is a QHBC domain.
Corollary 5.4. Let s, t  0 and let Ω  Rn be a bounded domain. Then
Ω is QHBC if and only if it has a weak slice property and (Ω;t;s) supports an
s-Trudinger inequality.
A weaker version of Theorem 5.3 follows easily from Theorem 3.4. If we
assume that Ω has a slice property (rather than merely a weak slice property),
and if the other hypotheses of Theorem 5.3 are satised, then the global s-
balance condition implies that (Q)  c−1 exp(−ckΩ(x;x0)) for any x 2 Q.
Since (Q) & RQ & R(x), it follows readily that Ω is QHBC.
Example 5.5. Some condition similar to (Q)  RQ(x)=K is needed in
Theorem 5.3. To see this, x t > 1, s  0, c > 0, and dene
Ω = fx 2 Rn : jxj < 1g
[

x = (x1;x
0) 2 RRn−1 : 0 < x1 < 2; jx0j <

1−
x1
2
t
:
Then Ω is not QHBC but (3.7), and hence also (3.6), is true for the locally
doubling measure d = exp(−ckΩ(x;x0))dx. It is also clear that  and  are
globally s-balanced if d = s dx, and that the other conditions in Theorem
3.5 are fullled. We conclude that (Ω;;) supports an s-Trudinger inequality.
It is not dicult to see that kΩ(x;x0)  C(x)1=t−1, and so the assumption
(Q)  RQ(x)=K is false, but \not by much" if t is near 1.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let fSigmi=1 be the weak C0-slices associated with
x 2 Ω. Without loss of generality, we may assume C0 > 2 and m  2 (since
the QHBC condition is trivially satised for kΩ(x;x0) < 3C0, and m+ 1 &
(1 + kΩ(x;x0))=C0).
Writing i = diam(Si) and Fy;x0 for the set of all rectiable curves in Ω
containing y and x0, we dene u =
Pm
i=1ui, where
ui(y) =
m−1=(n+s)
i

inf
A2Fy;x0
len(A\Si)

; y 2 Ω:
It is clear that ui is Lipschitz and, since (x) . i for all x 2 Si, we haveR
Ω
jruijn+sd . 1=m. It is also clear that ui & m−1=(n+s) onB  B(x;(x)=C0).
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We deduce that krukLn+s(Ω;) . 1 and u & m(n+s−1)=(n+s) on B. Since u = 0
on B0  B(x0;(x0)=C0), we deduce thatZ
Ω
’s

ju−uB0; j
t

d 
Z
B
’s

u(y)
t

d & (x)R

emt
−(n+s)=(n+s−1)
− 1

> 1;
whenever t(n+s)=(n+s−1) < m= log(1 + (x)−R). Thus,
kuk’s(L)(Ω;) 

m
log(1 + (x)−R)
(n+s−1)=(n+s)
:
The s-Trudinger inequality now implies that kΩ(x;x0) . log(1 + (x)−R), which
is equivalent to the desired inequality.
We now show that the hypothesis (3.6) is essential in Theorem 3.5. Below,
we write h 2 D(0;1) if h : (0;1)! (0;1) satises the doubling condition:
9C 2 (0;1) : for all x; y; 0 <
x
2
< y < 2x)
h(x)
C
< h(y) < Ch(x):
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that Ω is the unit ball in Rn, z 2 @Ω, s  0,
and C0 > 1. Let ,  be positive measures on Ω such that d = vdx, d =
wdx, v(x) = jx− zj−nf(jx− zj), w(x) = jx− zjsg(jx− zj), and f , g 2 D(0;1).
Writing aj = f(2
−j), bj = g(2
−j) for j 2 N, we additionally suppose that
(aj) 2 ‘1 n
S
0<p<1 ‘
p, and that:
for all i 2 N : C0 exp
 iX
j=1
b
−1=(n+s−1)
j

 a−1=C0i ;(5:7)
for all i > 1 : C0
bi=2cX
j=1
b
−1=(n+s−1)
j 
iX
j=1
b
−1=(n+s−1)
j :(5:8)
Then (Ω;;) does not support an s-Trudinger inequality.
Some comments on the hypotheses in the above theorem are in order. The
condition (aj) 2 ‘1 is equivalent to (Ω) <1 and so it could be dropped as an
assumption, since any s-Trudinger imbedding implies (Ω) <1 (Theorem 3.4).
A little calculation shows that (aj) =2
S
0<p<1 ‘
p if and only if  fails to satisfy
(3.6); it is also easy to see that the global s-balance condition for a point along
the radius to z is equivalent to an inequality in the opposite direction to (5.7).
Note also that, since (aj) 2 ‘1, (5.7) implies that
P
j b
−1=(n+s−1)
j = 1. Thus,
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(5.8) simply says that this series diverges slowly. Finally, the hypothesis that Ω
is a ball can be considerably relaxed|we use this only to get that jSij  2−in,
but this is true if, for example, Ω\B(z;r) is a John domain for some xed r > 0.
It is easy to check that the functions f(t) = [log(3=t)]−1[log log(10=t)]−2,
g(t) = [log(3=t)]n+s−1 satisfy the conditions in the above theorem, and it is
obvious that the resulting measures ,  satisfy all except two of the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.5. The exceptions are (3.6), which is clearly false, and the global
s-balance condition which, although true, deserves some words of justication.
If s > 0 and 0 < r < 1, the values of v and 1=w at rz are within a bounded
factor of the maximum values of these functions on the spherical shell fjxj = rg,
and so it suces to verify the balance condition only for x = rz, 12 < r < 1. Let
L be the line segment from 0 to rz, and let (Qi)
j
i=1 be the sequence of Whitney
cubes that intersect L. Since only a bounded number of these cubes intersect
each subset L\Sk, we have
E  exp

−c
iX
j=1

n+sQj
w(Qj)
1=(n+s−1)
& exp

−Cc
blog2(1−r)cX
k=1
k−1

& [log2(1− r)]−Cc
where C > 0 is xed. If we choose c < 1=C, this is easily seen to dominate
(Qj).
In the case s = 0, the above analysis still shows that the balance condition
is valid along the line segment from 0 to z but, since 1=w(x) is no longer nearly
maximal at rz, we must also consider other points. Any other line segment from
0 to z0 2 @Ω can be divided into two parts: an inner part L1 = frz0 : 0  r 
1− jz− z0j=4g, and an outer part L2 = L nL1. Since distance to z and distance to
@Ω are comparable on L1, the previous analysis readily extends to show that the
balance condition is satised on L1. If rz
0 2 L2, then we separately estimate E
over those cubes Qj intersecting L1 and L2; on the latter set jrz0− zj  jz0− zj,
and we readily get an absolute lower bound for this part of the exponential sum.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Let M be a xed but arbitrary integer greater
than 1 and, for all i 2 N, let Si = fx 2 Ω : 2−i−1 < jx− zj  2−ig, Ti =
S
jiSj .
For 1  i M , we dene u(y) =
PM
i=1ui(y), where
ui(y) = 2
ib
−1=(n+s)
i ci

inf
A2Fy;0
len(A\Si)

; y 2 Ω
ci =
b
−1=(n+s)(n+s−1)
i(PM
j=1 b
−1=(n+s−1)
j
1=(n+s) :
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We then have kruikLn+s(Ω;)  ci, and so krukLn+s(Ω;)  1. Also
u(y) 
i−1X
j=1
b
−1=(n+s)
j cj =
Pi−1
j=1 b
−1=(n+s−1)
j(PM
j=1 b
−1=(n+s−1)
j
1=(n+s) ; y 2 Ti:
If i > M=2, then (5.8) implies that
u(y) &
i−1X
j=1
b
−1=(n+s−1)
j
(n+s−1)=(n+s)
; y 2 Ti:
Now applying (5.7), we see that
Z
Ω
’s

juj
t

d 
X
M=2<iM
Z
Si
’s

juj
t

d &
X
M=2<iM
a
1−1=CC0t
i ;
where C is xed. Thus kuk’s(L)(Ω;) cannot be uniformly bounded as M !1.
After the usual smoothening of u, the theorem follows.
6. Imbeddings in non-Euclidean domains
Let (X;d) be a metric space and suppose that there is a measure  on X
which is doubling at small scales, in the sense that there exist numbers 0 < R 
1, 0 < Cd < 1, such that (2B)  Cd(B), whenever B is a metric ball of
radius at most R. In this case we say that (X;d;) is a homogeneous space
(and R, Cd will have the above meanings); for more details about such spaces,
we refer the reader to the book of Coifman and Weiss [10]. A \length space" is
a metric space in which distance between points is the inmum of the lengths
of rectiable curves joining those points. For brevity, we dene an HL-space
to be a homogeneous space which is also a length space. This section concerns
generalizations of Theorem 3.5 to certain HL-spaces.
We write B(x;r) for the (open) metric ball centered at x with radius 0 <
r <1; as before, if B = B(x;r), and 0 < t <1, we write tB for its t-fold dilate
B(x;tr). Suppose Ω is a connected open proper subset of X whose diameter is
less than 2R, and let (x) = d(x;X nΩ) for every x 2 Ω. We dene the weight
classes A1(Ω;) and RH1(Ω;) in the obvious way (-averages of w over metric
balls replacing Lebesgue averages of w over Euclidean balls).
Instead of decomposing Ω into disjoint Whitney cubes, we decompose it
into a countable union of balls of the form B(x;(x)=20) whose (1=5)-dilates are
disjoint and whose 5-dilates have bounded overlap at any point of Ω. Denoting
by W(Ω) any xed collection of this type, we call it \the" Whitney covering of
Ω; we call any B 2 W(Ω) a Whitney ball and write B for its radius.
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It is a rather routine argument to show that such Whitney coverings exist,
but let us sketch the idea for completeness. First, a standard covering lemma
(see e.g. [21, Theorem 13.12]) applied to the set of all balls B(x;(x)=100),
x 2 Ω, gives everything except for the bounded overlap of the dilated balls. If
B, B0 2 W(Ω) with 5B and 5B0 overlapping, then elementary estimation shows
that their radii dier by a factor at most 3, and so (1=5)B0  21B. By the
doubling property, ((1=5)B0) & (21B), so disjointness of the (1=5)-dilates of
Whitney balls bounds the number of balls 5B0, B0 2 W(Ω), that can intersect
5B. Note also that if in fact B and B0 intersect, their radii are so similar that
the 5-fold dilate of either ball contains the double of the other one.
Below, we use the term \global s-balance condition" to refer to the general
version of (3.2) which is obtained by replacing Whitney cubes with those balls
B 2 W(Ω) that intersect some path from x to a xed point x0. In this balance
condition and elsewhere, we also replace n by a number N > 1, which occurs
in our general imbeddings below. The number N is an abstract replacement for
Euclidean dimension (in a Ho¨rmander vector eld context, N is the homogeneous
dimension, which is usually larger than the topological dimension).
HL-spaces do not have to support any imbeddings of Poincare or Trudinger
type. In order to prove s-Trudinger inequalities, we shall assume as axioms
certain inequalities for balls; later we discuss various situations in which these
axioms are satised. Our axioms say that, for a xed pair of functions f and
g, there is a number N > 1 and constants C, Cp > 0 such that the following
abstract L1 and Trudinger inequalities are valid on all balls B = B(x;r), r  R.
For all y 2 B, p > N :
jf(x)− f(y)j  CprkgkLp(2B;2B);(L
1)
kf − fB;k’(L)(B;B)  CrkgkLN (2B;2B);(Tr)
where ’(x) = exp(xN
0
)− 1, and B is the probability measure on B given by
B(E) = (E)=(B) (thus B and 2B are equivalent on B). No explicit rela-
tionship between f and g is assumed, but one should intuitively think of g as a
replacement for jrf j.
Theorem 6.1. Let (X;d;) be an HL-space, let Ω be a connected open
set in X of diameter less than R, and let ,  be Borel measures on Ω, where
 is locally doubling and d = wd for some w 2 A1(Ω;). If s = 0, we
additionally assume that w is bounded away from zero and that d = vdx for
some v 2 RH1(Ω;). If f , g satisfy (L1) and (Tr), ,  are globally s-balanced,
’s(x) = exp(x
(N+s)0)− 1, and
(6.2) 9" > 0 :
X
B2W(Ω)
(B)1−" <1;
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then there exists a constant C0 such that kf − fΩ;k’s(L)(Ω;)  C0kgkLN+s(Ω;).
Furthermore, C0 depends on the constants in (L
1) and (Tr), but not otherwise
on f or g.
Sketch of proof. Let us merely point out how the proof of Theorem 3.5
needs to be modied. As before, we split into good and bad parts, where good
terms have the form
R
B
ju−uB; jj(N+s)
0
d, for some B 2 W(Ω). In the case
s = 0, we argue as before, but using (Tr), to get
Z
B
ju−uB; j
jN 0 d . j!ajjN
0
B

−
Z
2B
gNd
j=(N−1)
(B)
. j!bj

NB −
Z
2B
gNd
j=(N−1)
(B)
. j!cj

NB
(B)
Z
2B
gNd
j=(N−1)
(B);
where a, b, c > 0 are independent of j. The case s > 0 is dierent only in that
we use (L1) in place of Lemma 2.1; we also use the fact that w 2 A1(Ω;) to
replace (2B) by the comparable (B) before using the local balance condition.
In each case, we integrate powers of g over double dilates of Whitney balls; these
sum nicely by bounded overlap.
As for the bad terms, the modications to the argument there are similar to
those for the good terms with one extra minor change: since the 5-fold dilate of
any Whitney ball contains the double dilates of all overlapping Whitney balls,
we only need to dilate the balls by a factor of 5 rather than the factor of 9 used
in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
For Theorem 6.1 to be of genuine interest, we need to know a variety of
situations in which (6.2), the global s-balance condition, (L1), and (Tr) are
valid. The proof that strong doubling implies (3.6) for Euclidean QHBC domains
(contained in Lemma 4.5 and part of Theorem 3.10) extends without diculty1
to prove that strong doubling implies (6.2) when Ω is a metric ball (or more
generally a metric John domain; see [7] and [16] for more details on such domains)
in an HL-space. It is also readily veried that the global s-balance condition is
satised if Ω is a metric ball (or metric John domain), d = s d, and d = td
for some t  0.
We now examine situations in which (L1) and (Tr) are valid. A large class
of examples consists of the Carnot-Caratheodry spaces of Garofalo and Nhieu
1One part of the proof of Lemma 4.4 given in [2] depends on either the Besicovitch
covering lemma or the \5-dilate" covering lemma that we used above. In general spaces we do
not have the former, but the latter is of course valid.
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[16]. As usual with such spaces, the metric is dened in terms of sub-unit curves
whose derivatives are almost everywhere linear combinations of certain Lipschitz
continuous vector elds. The authors introduce hypotheses, labelled (H.1){(H.3),
which roughly say that the metric space is doubling at small scales, satises a
\weak (1,1)-Poincare inequality", and is a complete length space. Under the
assumptions (H.1){(H.3), inequalities (L1) and (Tr) are also true (see Theorems
1.9 and 1.11 of [16]); furthermore it is assumed that N = log2Cd (so N equals
the ambient dimension in the Euclidean context with Lebesgue measure).
Several examples of Carnot-Caratheodory spaces satisfying hypotheses (H.1){
(H.3) are given in [16]. These examples include stratied nilpotent Lie groups
and, more generally, connected Lie groups with polynomial volume growth, as
well as spaces on which the vector elds are of Grushin or Ho¨rmander type, and
complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds with non-negative Ricci tensor.
In each of these cases, f can be any smooth function, and g has a specic inter-
pretation as the absolute value of some sort of horizontal or Riemannian gradient
of f .
The work of Franchi, Lu, and Wheeden [15] and of Haj lasz and Koskela [21]
leads to another large class of examples. Suppose that (X;d;) is an HL-space
and B is a xed ball in X of radius r  R=2. N is allowed to be any number
so large that (tB0)  CN tN(B0) for all balls B  X, all sub-balls B0 of 2B,
and all 0 < t < 1 (with a uniform constant CN > 0). Note that this volume
growth condition holds whenever N  log2Cd, but a smaller N may also suce;
requiring the volume growth condition rather than requiring N  log2Cd has
the advantage that it is invariant if we replace d by an equivalent metric d0.
The main result of [15] says that if, for some pair of functions f , g dened
on 2B, g  0, and some constant C <1, the following abstract (1;1)-Poincare
inequality is valid:
(6.3) for all B0 = B(y;r0)  2B :
Z
B0
jf − fB0;jd  Cr
0
Z
B0
gd;
then for almost every x 2 B we have the \representation formula"
(6.4) C 0jf(x)− fB;j 
Z
2B
g(y)d(x;y)
(B(x;d(x;y)))
d(y)  G(x);
where C 0 is a constant which depends on C in (6.3), but not otherwise on f , g.
According to the results in Section 8 of [21], this can be actually be considerably
improved: in (6.3), it suces to assume that 2B0  B and to replace
R
B0
gd
by
R
2B0
gd, and we only need to integrate over B rather than over 2B in (6.4).
However, we shall work with the (6.4) below.
This representation formula (6.4) is the key to showing that (Tr) and (L1)
follow from (6.3) in the above setting. That such implications are possible in
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this general setting is perhaps a little surprising. Even in the Euclidean context
with Lebesgue measure, (1;1)-Poincare inequalities are valid on many domains
which do not support Trudinger or L1 imbeddings. For instance, if Ω is the
domain in Example 5.5, then Ω supports a (1,1)-Poincare inequality since it is
star-shaped (as discussed in [4], for example). Since Ω has a slice property and
is not QHBC, it does not support the classical Trudinger inequality and, if the
parameter t is larger than some xed tp, then Ω is not in the correct weak carrot
class which (in the presence of the slice condition) is equivalent to the imbedding
of W 1;p(Ω) in L1; see statement (ii) of Section 5, and the comments following
it. It is therefore important that the domains we are considering are metric balls
with a doubling measure attached. The above domain Ω can of course be viewed
as a metric ball for Euclidean distance if we simply eliminate the rest of Rn but,
although Lebesgue measure restricted to Ω is doubling, the parameter N is then
larger than n (and N !1 as t!1).
To prove (L1), we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to (6.4) to get
(6.5) jf(x)− fB; j . (2B)

−
Z
2B
gpd
1=p 
−
Z
2B
d(x;y)p
0
(B(x;d(x;y)))p0
d(y)
!1=p0
:
We dene the annuli Ai = B(x;2
1−ir) nB(x;2−ir), i  0. For any 1 < s < N 0,
we now use the doubling property of  to get
−
Z
2B
d(x;y)s
(B(x;d(x;y)))s
d(y) =
1
(2B)
1X
i=0
Z
Ai
d(x;y)s
(B(x;d(x;y)))s
d(y)
. r
s
(2B)
1X
i=0
2−is
Z
Ai
(B(x;2−ir))−sd(y)
. r
s
(2B)
1X
i=0
2−i(s+N−Ns)(2B)1−s
and so
(6.6) −
Z
2B
d(x;y)s
(B(x;d(x;y)))s
d(y) . r
s
(s+N −Ns)(2B)s
:
(L1) now follows by taking s = p0 in (6.6) and combining it with (6.5).
To prove (Tr), we adapt a method of Ziemer [33, Remark 2.8.5]. As we noted
at the beginning of Section 3, an Orlicz inequality such as (Tr) is equivalent to a
family of Lq inequalities with a certain order of growth on the constants involved,
so let us estimate
R
2B
Gq d for some q > 2N , where G is as in (6.4). We dene
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1 < s < N 0 by the equation s−1 = N 0
−1 + q−1. Ho¨lder’s inequality now implies
that
G(x)  (2B)

−
Z
2B
d(x;y)s
(B(x;d(x;y)))s
d(y)
1=N 0
−
Z
2B
gN d
1=s0
(6:7)


−
Z
2B
d(x;y)sgN (y)
(B(x;d(x;y)))s
d(y)
1=q
:
Writing Cs = r=(s+N −Ns)1=s(2B), we use (6.6) and Fubini’s Theorem to
get that
−
Z
2B
−
Z
2B
d(x;y)sg(y)N
(B(x;d(x;y)))s
d(y)d(x)  Csskgk
N
LN (2B;2B)
;
By this last inequality, (6.6), and (6.7), we get
kGkLq(2B;2B) . Cs(1=q+1=N
0)
s (2B)
∥∥g∥∥N(1=q+1=s0)
LN (2B;2B)
. r(s+N −Ns)−1=skgkLN (2B;2B):
Letting q ! 1, and using the fact that (s+N −Ns)−1 = q(1=N − 1=N2) +
1=N  q, we conclude that
kGkLq(2B;2B) . q1=N
0+1=qrkgkLN (2B;2B):
Now, q1=q has an absolute bound for all q > N and so, using (6.4), the above
growth estimate is equivalent to the desired Orlicz inequality.
Several examples falling into this class of examples are mentioned in [15], for
example Carnot-Caratheodory spaces dened using Ho¨rmander vector elds or
connected Lie groups; in such cases, g is an appropriate horizontal gradient of f .
There are, however, other examples which are not of Carnot-Caratheodory type
and where g is best viewed as an abstract gradient. For example, by the results
of [22], we see that (6.3) is true when X is any connected set constructed by
glueing a nite number of N -dimensional domains along certain subsets (roughly
speaking, each glueing subset should have Hausdor dimension larger than N − 1
in the neighborhood of each of its points; see the p = 1 case of [22, Theorem 6.15]
for a precise statement). In this situation, the space is locally Euclidean with
Lebesgue measure attached, f can be any bounded continuous function, and g
any Borel function whose integral over any rectiable curve in X containing the
points x;y is always at least jf(x)− f(y)j (such a function g is termed a \very
weak gradient" or \upper gradient" of f).
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